Title of Event/Conference/Session: Collection Development Crash Course

Name of Recipient: Dinorah M. Johns

Institution: ALA eLearning

Date(S) Of Event / Conference / Session: January 17, January 24, January 31, and February 7.

Please provide an overall, all-encompassing statement of what the event/conference/session was about.

They were four-part event session, following;
1. Developing the adult nonfiction collection
2. Developing the adult fiction collection
3. Developing the young collection
4. Weeding your collection

Please complete the following statements:

Academic Librarians would have enjoyed this event/conference/session because...

Yes, because they have greater opportunity to incorporate all the above in their library.

What I learned will apply to a Public Library because...

Yes, it will applied to a public library, because of all the collections are related to the public.

School Librarians/Media Specialists could take what I learned and translate it to their environment by...

Yes, by translating it to their collection or new release.

Special Librarians would benefit from this knowledge because...

Special librarians can benefit from this knowledge has well, because of the different topics. There is something for everyone to engage in their continue education, learn one or two new things, or put into practice for the sessions.

Thank you!